Abstract: A defect sensing method based on electrical impedance spectroscopy is proposed to image cracks and reinforcing bars in concrete structures. The method utilizes the frequency-dependent behavior of thin insulating cracks: low-frequency electrical currents are blocked by insulating cracks, whereas high-frequency currents can pass through thin cracks to probe the conducting bars. From various frequency-dependent electrical impedance tomography (EIT) images, we can show its advantage in terms of detecting both thin cracks with their thickness and bars. We perform numerical simulations and phantom experiments to support the feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
As a number of concrete structures currently in service reach the end of their expected serviceable life, nondestructive testing (NDT) methods to evaluate their durability, and, thus, to ensure their structural integrity, have received gradually increasing attention. Concrete often degrades by the corrosion of the embedded reinforcing bars, which can lead to internal stress and, thus, to structurally-disruptive cracks [1] . Various NDT techniques are currently used to monitor the reliability and condition of reinforced concrete structures without causing damage. They include impact-echo, half-cell potential, electrical resistivity testing, ground-penetrating radar, ultrasonic testing, infrared thermographic techniques and related tomographic imaging techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Each technique has its intrinsic limitations in terms of the reliability of defect detection, and the conventional techniques often depend on the subjective judgment of the inspectors. The limitations of existing methods have led to the search for more advanced visual inspection methods to detect invisible flaws and defects on the surface of concrete structures.
Electric methods, such as electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and electrical capacitance tomography (ECT), have been used to image cracks and steel reinforcing bars, which show clear electrical contrast from the background concrete [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These electric methods can be used to complement acoustic methods by assessing different characteristics. They operate at low cost over long time periods. ERT and ECT employ multiple current sources to inject currents, and boundary voltages are then measured using voltmeters connected to multiple surface electrodes on the boundary of the imaging subject. These methods use the relationship between the applied current and the measured boundary voltage to invert the image of cracks and reinforcing bars. The methods suffer from a low defect location accuracy due to the ill-posedness of the corresponding inverse problem. Moreover, most of the previous electric methods with a single frequency may have difficulty identifying both cracks and reinforcing bars simultaneously. In addition to the above electrical techniques, frequency selective circuits (FSC) and electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using multiple frequencies have been applied to detect cracks and damages in concrete materials [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
In this work, we present an impedance-spectroscopy-based NDT method for imaging both cracks and bars using multi-frequency electrical impedance tomography (mfEIT) at various frequencies ranging between 10 Hz and 1 MHz. The method is based on a mathematical understanding of the frequency-dependent behaviors of thin insulating cracks and reinforcing bars: low-frequency electrical currents are blocked by insulating cracks, whereas high-frequency currents can pass through thin cracks to probe the conducting bars. We make use of an elliptic interface problem to explain how high-frequency current can penetrate the thin cracks in terms of their thickness. The proposed impedance spectroscopy-based NDT method increases the amount of information of cracks by providing visual assessment of the condition of a concrete structure at various frequencies. The numerical simulations use a conventional 16-channel EIT system, with the electrical current applied between two adjacent electrodes at different frequencies. The cracks are modeled as thin homogeneous insulating films, while the reinforcing bars are considered as perfectly conducting materials. The boundary voltage data are then measured between two adjacent electrodes attached on the surface. Multi-frequency EIT reconstruction at various frequencies allows the detection of both the cracks and the reinforcing bars within the concrete structures. Numerical experiments and phantom experiment are presented here to illustrate the main findings.
Methods
Let Ω denote the two-dimensional cross-section of an imaging object, including reinforcing bars and concrete cracks. Denote by C = ∪ N j=1 C j the region occupying the collection of cracks, and let
D j be the region occupying the collection of bars. Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional domain, including two reinforcing bars D 1 , D 2 and cracks C 1 , C 2 , C k . In the mfEIT system, we attached electrodes E j for j = 1, · · · , E on the boundary ∂Ω and inject a sinusoidal current with an angular frequency ω (0 ≤ ω/2π ≤ 10 6 ) through a chosen pair of electrodes. Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of a multi-frequency electrical impedance tomography (mfEIT) model with highly conductive reinforcing bars D 1 , D 2 and cracks
We consider the two-dimensional model with the axial symmetry assumption by transversally injecting current in the imaging slice. Then, the resulting time-harmonic complex potential u ω is dictated approximately by:
where γ ω is the admittivity distribution, ν is the outward unit normal vector and g is the magnitude of the current density on ∂Ω due to the injection current [21] . On current injection electrodes E 1 and E 2 , we have E 1 g ds = I = − E 2 g ds, where ds is the surface element. The Neumann data g are zero on the regions of boundary not contacting with current injection electrodes. We measure the resulting boundary potentials at the remaining adjacent pairs of electrodes; V
, where V 1,k ω denotes the voltage between E k and E k+1 . Subsequently, the second injection current is applied using the next pair E 2 and E 3 , and we obtain the resulting voltage data (V 2,4 ω , · · · , V 2,E ω ). Performing this process for all pairs of electrodes creates current-voltage data having E(E − 3) values:
In the Appendix, we provide a detailed explanation of the current-voltage data F ω . The inverse problem is to identify the structure of cracks and reinforcing bars from the multiple frequency dataset In order to emphasize the abrupt changes in the admittivity distribution γ ω across the boundaries of reinforcing bars and concrete cracks, we denote:
Assuming that the cracks are highly insulating and the reinforcing bars are highly conducting, we consider the following two extreme contrast cases:
Now, we are ready to present an insightful model explaining the frequency-dependent behavior of u ω around cracks. For simplicity, we assume that each crack C k is a tubular neighborhood of a smooth open curve L k with a uniform thickness δ k , as shown in Figure 1a . We consider that the following model whose solution u ω can be viewed as a reasonably good approximation of the potential u ω in Equation (1):
where:
and the bracket [φ] indicates a jump across the interface
Here, χ D denotes the characteristic function of D that takes one in D and zero otherwise. Various numerical simulations show that u ω ≈ u ω near the boundary Ω.
This model, Equation (3) to Equation (6) , allows us to understand the relationship between the frequency-dependent behavior of the current-voltage data and the character of cracks, including their thickness. The current-voltage data are mainly affected by the outermost cracks when the frequency is low, whereas the data mainly depend on the reinforcing bars when the frequency is high. For this reason, we can detect the outermost cracks at low frequency. As frequency increases, the reinforcing bars become gradually visible, whereas cracks fade out (thicker crack fades out at higher frequency than thinner crack). Hence, a multi-frequency EIT system allows one to probe these frequency dependent behavior. Remark 1. The interface condition of Equation (4) to Equation (5) explains the frequency-dependent behavior of the complex potential. To see this behavior clearly, let us assume:
According to Equation (7), the parameter β k (ω) as a function of ω is approximated as:
For a fixed crack thickness having δ k σ b /σ c 1, the magnitude of β k (ω) at low frequency is very large. Hence, at low frequencies below 1 kHz, the jump condition in Equation (4) can be regarded as the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition:
As frequency grows, the magnitude of β k (ω) decreases. As a result, potential jump is decreased across the interface L k (k = 1, · · · , N ). Furthermore, for a fixed current frequency ω, β k (ω) is directly proportional to crack thickness. Now, we provide numerical validation for the approximation of u ω ≈ u ω near the boundary Ω.
Recalling that C k = {y :
sidewalls of crack C k is given by:
]] in the same way. Then, it follows from the transmission condition across two sidewalls of cracks C k that the following jump conditions can be inferred:
[[
where: ∂u Figure 3 provides the numerical validation of interface conditions in Equations (12) and (13) at the frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz. The potential u ω is computed by FEM to obtain Figure 3a indicates the relative error
frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz,100 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz. Figure 3c shows the relative error [[ (4) and (5):
on dotted area of (b) at the frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz; (c) Relative error E n = [[
on dotted area of (b) at the frequencies 100 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz.
In very special cases, we compute the interface conditions of Equations (4) and (5) explicitly. The following two remarks consider two special cases; the one-dimensional model (Remark 2) and the two-dimensional circular cracks (Remark 3).
Remark 2. Consider the simplest one-dimensional crack model by regarding the interval (x 0 −δ, x 0 +δ) as a crack in the interval (0, 1). If u ω satisfies:
then a direct computation yields the following jump conditions along cracks:
Here, β δ (ω) = 2δγ Remark 3. Assume that the two-dimensional domain Ω contains the circular crack C given by C = {x : r 0 − δ < |x| < r 0 + δ}. Assume r 0 + δ < r 1 and {x : |x| < r 1 } ⊂ Ω. Consider the potential u ω satisfying:
Using the transmission condition across ∂C and separation of variables, we can express u ω as the following form:
where Ψ(r, θ) = ∞ n=1 (a n r n cos nθ + b n r n sin nθ) and a 
Results
Numerical simulations and phantom experiments are carried out to verify the feasibility of the multi-frequency method of detecting cracks and reinforcing bars.
Numerical Simulations
We make use of three different numerical simulation models on a disk Ω = {(x, y) :
with the radius of 0.1 m, as shown in Figures 5-7 . Inside the disk, we placed cracks and bars. The complex admittivity distribution for each model is chosen as shown in Table 1 . 
In these numerical simulations, we used five different frequencies of 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 10 kHz, 250 kHz and 500 kHz for mfEIT image reconstructions. We use FEM to solve the forward problem (1) and generate simulated current-voltage data {F ω 1 , F ω 2 , F ω 3 , F ω 4 , F ω 5 }. Using the standard mfEIT image reconstruction method [21, 22] , we provide images of spectroscopic conductivity distribution σ (S/m) and ω (S/m) at various frequencies, and all reconstructed images are normalized ranging from −1 to 1. and two thin concrete cracks C 1 = {(x, y) : |x| < 0.07, |y − 0.03| < 5 × 10 −5 }, C 2 = {(x, y) : |x| < 0.07, |y + 0.03| < 2.5 × 10 −5 }. At low frequencies (10 Hz, 100 Hz), the injected electrical currents are detoured around the insulating cracks. Consequently, the current-voltage data are mainly influenced by the concrete cracks at low frequencies (10 Hz, 100 Hz), and the cracks are only visible in the reconstructed images. On the other hand, the injected currents at the high frequencies (250 kHz, 500 kHz) penetrate the cracks. Hence, the current-voltage data at the high frequencies are mainly influenced by the bars, so that the cracks are invisible. From the spectroscopic images, we could get the information of both cracks and bars, including the thickness of cracks. In Figure 6 , two reinforcing bars Figure 6 . Reconstructed admittivity images using the multi-frequency EIT method. The second row is reconstructed images for normalized sigma σ (S/m), and the third row is reconstructed images for normalized ω (S/m).
The simulation results show that at a low frequency, the four outermost encircled cracks appear to be one object, whereas reinforcing bars are hidden by cracks, because the injected currents are blocked by the insulating cracks. As the frequency increases, cracks gradually disappear, whereas reinforcing bars begin to show up. Figure 7 . Reconstructed admittivity images using the mfEIT method using reference data from the homogeneous admittivity distribution. The second row is reconstructed images for normalized sigma σ (S/m), and the third row is reconstructed images for normalized ω (S/m).
In Figure 7 , there are two curved cracks with their thickness 5 × 10 −5 m and two reinforcing bars
The simulation results show a similar behavior as in the previous cases. All of the numerical simulation results are consistent with observations in the previous section. Furthermore, we provide the profiles of a normalized conductivity distribution of reinforcing bars at the frequency 500 kHz along the x directions y = 0.02 and y = −0.03, as shown in Figure 8 , where it is obvious that the highest intensity implies the center of reinforcing bars D 1 , D 2 in the xdirection. 
Phantom Experiments
We perform phantom experiments using a 32-channel mfEIT system (EIT-Pioneer Set) made by Swisstom (Swisstom AG, Landquart, Switzerland). The programmable injection current frequency of the Swisstom EIT-Pioneer Set is between 50 kHz and 250 kHz. In Figure 9a , we use a cylindrical phantom (360 mm diameter) with 32 equally-spaced electrodes. The phantom is filled with thick and white porridge with a certain concentration of NaCl. Inside the phantom, we placed steel bars with a diameter of 30 mm and very thin plastic films (1 µm thickness). The thin plastic films are used for modeling insulating cracks; they block the injected currents at low frequencies, while high-frequency currents penetrate them. We inject a current of 1 mA at the six different frequencies of 50 kHz, 70 kHz, 100 kHz, 200 kHz and 250 kHz. (This device has a maximum frequency of 250 kHz.) Collecting the current-voltage data using the 32-channel mfEIT system, we produce mfEIT images at each frequency. Figure 9b shows the reconstructed images at six different frequencies. The EIT images up to 50 kHz are very similar. At the frequencies up to 70 kHz, currents cannot penetrate the insulating films, so that the current-voltage data are mainly influenced by insulating films. Thus, only insulating films are visible, while the bars are invisible in the reconstructed images. At the frequency of 80 kHz, the reinforcing bars start to be visible. At the frequency above 200 kHz, thin plastic films are invisible. We found that these phantom experiments perfectly match with our numerical simulations. 
Conclusions
This paper provides the advantages of spectroscopic EIT imaging to maximize the information of cracks and reinforcing bars. We get useful insights with the aid of the parameter β k (ω) or β δ (ω) described in this paper. We derived the frequency dependency of the current-voltage data with respect to cracks and reinforcing bars. Phantom experiments match with the numerical simulations. Since the thin insulating cracks appear as capacitors to produce the reactance term, it is desirable to use current injections and to measure voltages at a wide range of frequencies below 10 MHz. The currently available multi-frequency EIT systems (Swisstom EIT-Pioneer Set and KHU Mark 2.5) are able to maintain a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 80 dB between 100 Hz and 250 kHz [23] . On the other hand, the mean SNR in our EIT system decreases significantly beyond 500 kHz. Since measurement at a frequency higher than 500 kHz can be valuable in spectroscopic admittivity imaging, it would be desirable to improve the performance of EIT measurements at high frequencies. We plan to use magnetic induction tomography [24] , which is capable of providing the admittivity images in the frequency range of 1 to 10 MHz.
In practical situations, the reliability of the assessment of concrete structures may be affected by various factors, such as the concentration of chlorides in the pore solution and measurement uncertainty due to the contact impedance between the electrodes and the concrete surfaces [18, 25] . These factors should be thoroughly investigated in future research studies. Although the proposed method cannot provide high-quality image reconstruction due to the ill-posedness nature of the EIT method, the proposed spectroscopic EIT imaging at multiple frequencies has potential to provide more qualitative information for the assessment of concrete structures.
In this Appendix, we briefly summarize the EIT reconstruction method. When we inject a sinusoidal current of I mA with a frequency of ω/2π between adjacent pair E j , E j−1 , as shown in Figure 1 , the resulting potential u 
where z k is the contact impedance of the k-th electrode E k and U j,k ω is the voltage on the electrode E k . We sequentially inject currents using all pairs of the adjacent electrodes to collect the voltage dataset F ω 1 , · · · , F ω K at multiple frequencies ω 1 , · · · , ω K , where: The most widely-used EIT reconstruction method is one-step Gauss-Newton reconstruction with Tikhonov regularization:
where λ is the regularization parameter. In practice, we use difference EIT imaging through the process of subtracting background components [21, 27] . In order to incorporate prior information, statistical inversion techniques, like the Bayesian method, can be used in the EIT problem [28] .
